Treatment of hepatic metastases by cryotherapy and regional cytotoxic perfusion

Cryotherapy was probably first used to treat tumours by Arnott1 almost 150 years ago. Much scientific work has been done more than 20 years ago, including findings on the effect of repeated freeze/thaw cycles in the liver.2 Hepatic cryotherapy was done by direct application of liquid nitrogen at −196°C, or by surface coils with good results.3 While these techniques were applicable to hepatocellular carcinoma, multiple metastases present a different problem. We have used a triple lumen insulated probe system (Cryotech) of 5 or 9 mm diameter, designed to allow the destruction of multiple lesions within the liver without much overlying liver tissue.4 Intraoperative contact ultrasound is an essential part of the technique for identifying and localising tumours, aiding probe placement, as well as controlling the extent of the freezing process.5

Thirty eight of our 46 patients in Australia to date have had metastatic colon cancer, as was the case in our Nottingham series,6 although hepatocellular cancer, neuroendocrine tumours, ovarian cancer, and malignant melanoma have also been treated.

The selection of patients is undoubtedly important. We have observed extrahepatic disease as a contraindication (except, perhaps, for portal hepatic nodes within the perfusion territory of our catheter system) and actively look for pulmonary, bone, and retroperitoneal lymphatic disease before operation. The number and size of lesions that can be treated is currently limited by time and equipment design but a 50 mm diameter iceball can be created in a perfused liver in approximately 15 minutes; larger lesions require multiple probes. All areas of the liver are easily accessible to treat.

While cryotherapy may, in the future, become an alternative to liver resection, in fit patients we recommend liver resection for suitable lesions. In patients with a limited number – perhaps four or less lesions that are unresectable because of position or distribution – then destruction by cryotherapy may offer results just as good as if resection were possible.

It is undoubtedly in patients with more than four lesions that treatment is most controversial: there is, however, now no doubt that serum concentrations of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) can be profoundly reduced by cryotherapy in such patients,7 but does this matter? Serum CEA (in tumours that secrete) does correlate well with liver tumour bulk and, in patients with untreated hepatic metastases, does increase inexorably. Reduction of CEA after chemotherapy is associated with significantly increased survival,8 but it remains to be seen whether the reduction in CEA after cryotherapy will be translated into improved survival.

The use of 'adjuvant' hepatic chemotherapy after cryotherapy seemed logical, although it had not previously been reported. There are several good examples of other tumours where results of chemotherapy correlate with the volume of residual disease, and there is a strong suggestion that results of hepatic artery chemotherapy for metastatic colon cancer also depend on percentage hepatic replacement,9 so destroying all tumour that can be detected intraoperatively (hepatic cyoreduction) followed by 'adjuvant' infusion hepatic artery chemotherapy could offer advantage. When restarting this programme in Australia, we decided to add infusion hepatic artery chemotherapy to try to achieve longer suppression of CEA. Our regimen includes 50 mg folinic acid by intraarterial bolus, followed by 5-FU (1 g) over 24 hours for four days each month.

Safety of hepatic cryotherapy is good: none of our patients have died during operation or in the postoperative period, although there have been, at least three deaths in other centres due to coagulopathy, sepsis (colonic injury), and liver failure (hepatic vein thrombosis). Morbidity has also been limited. About one third of our patients required blood transfusion. Perhaps the most worrying problem has been the frequent myoglobinuria and clinical renal failure reported by the Pittsburgh group.10 We have only seen transient renal impairment in two patients, one of whom had a major intraoperative anaphylactic episode; the other had pre-existing renal impairment. Hospital stay has been short, at around six days: respiratory complications, with occasionally significant right sided pleural effusion, were the commonest complications we have seen. A significant fall in platelet count is regularly seen11 but only one patient has had postoperative bleeding because of disseminated intravascular coagulation. Liver sepsis has not been seen in the postoperative period. The healing of the cryolesion has been monitored radiographically: initially a small amount of central gas may be seen with a large surrounding avascular area corresponding to the position of the iceball. This undoubtedly shrinks but a 'lesion' remains, which can be difficult to differentiate from tumour. In animals12 and in patients on whom we have reoperated after cryotherapy, a spherical area of yellowish green fibrous tissue is seen.

The quality of life of our patients has been good, unless and until they have developed further metastatic disease. Failure, in our experience, has most commonly been extrahepatic – in the lungs and bone – although one patient, in whom the gall bladder was not removed because of local infiltration, developed severe cholecystitis with treatment, which prevented further treatment and he died rapidly of progressive liver disease. Of the 13 deaths in the 46 Australian patients to date, 10 were from systemic – mainly bone and lung – disease, although local failure certainly still occurs. The high incidence of bone and lung disease we have seen may reflect a change in the natural history of the disease in patients who may previously have died from their multiple hepatic metastases. Fortunately, not all patients have such systemic disease. The role of adjuvant systemic treatment for the possible minimal systemic disease after cryotherapy is clearly interesting.

In our total experience of over 67 procedures, 34 received infusion hepatic artery chemotherapy and experienced no excess morbidity, other than catheter related problems (thrombosis, displacement). CEA suppression seems to have occurred for considerably longer, in that, while 62% and 75% of colorectal cancer patients in the United Kingdom treated by cryotherapy alone had a relapse of their CEA to pretreatment values by three and six months respectively, in 34 patients who received adjuvant infusion hepatic artery chemotherapy after cryotherapy, only 14% and 15% have
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relapsed at the same time intervals to date. This is probably analogous to the findings of Kemeny's group, where infusion hepatic artery chemotherapy following liver resection achieve a longer tumour free period. An example of the beneficial effect of infusion hepatic artery chemotherapy after hepatic cryotherapy was recently described by Horton, where a catheter perfusing only the right lobe controlled further growth adequately, while disease progression occurred in the left, despite an initially satisfactory reduction in CEA.

Significant problems with the technique remain: cracking of the iceball is a not infrequent, tedious and haemorrhagic intraoperative complication, but can be easily managed by packing and suture. Techniques and equipment are still evolving. We recently compared single and double freeze/thaw cycles. The latter achieved greater destruction, as measured by serum liver cell enzymes. The procedure is very slow, frequently taking more than four hours. The optimal method of control – ultrasound or needle thermo-couples in the edge of the lesion – has not yet been established. While ultrasound accurately identifies the edge of the iceball, this does not correlate exactly with the eventual area of necrosis and the adoption of a 1 cm ultrasound margin ignores the great differences in temperature gradient across iceballs of varying diameter.

There are currently three other clinical techniques that can loosely be described as imaging controlled hepatic destruction: laser, alcohol injection, and interstitial radiotherapy. The first two, and potentially the third technique, can be done percutaneously, whereas cryotherapy at present requires an open operation. Hepatic cryotherapy, however, has now been used in several hundred patients, with great accuracy, safety, and some evidence of efficacy. Cryotherapy is much more easily controlled than thermal or injection techniques because the iceball is so easily seen on intraoperative ultrasound. There is also evidence from the sizeable experience of alcohol injection in hepatocellular carcinoma that this technique is best reserved for small (2 cm) diameter lesions.

While we now know more about the safety and effects of hepatic cryotherapy on tumours – that it can profoundly reduce serum tumour markers and, when used with infusion hepatic artery chemotherapy, can achieve long-term suppression of disease – we do not yet know whether it can improve survival in patients with many metastases, or rival the results of surgery in patients with better prognostic lesions.
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